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Administrative justice was the theme of the 1999 AIAL annual conference. The speakers at 
that conference adopted a novel approach to the different possible definitions or conceptions 
of administrative justice. They side stepped them. No speaker offered a detailed or perhaps 
even working definition of administrative justice.1 With that in mind, this paper begins by 
providing a brief history of administrative justice in Australian administrative law. The paper 
also considers the values of administrative law with particular reference to judicial review and 
attempts to explain some of the difficulties that Australian administrative law faces in any 
attempt to foster normative values. It will be argued that constitutional considerations appear to 
deny a role for normative and other concepts such as administrative justice in judicial review 
but a closer inspection reveals that judges tacitly support some concepts that shed light on 
how they conceive administrative justice.  
 
Early writings on administrative justice 
 
The precise meaning or content of administrative justice are arguably not yet settled. This may 
be partly because the normative and other values which must surely lie at the heart of any 
form of justice will inevitably be contested to some extent. If so, there may never be a well 
settled or widely agreed definition of administrative justice, but the uncertainty is also due to 
the evolution of the concept. The early conceptions of administrative justice can be 
conveniently divided into two camps – the practical and the theoretical.  
 
The most influential Australian expression of the practical approach to administrative justice 
was the Kerr Committee, whose report led to the establishment of much of the current federal 
administrative law system and which also exerted great influence on the reforms to State and 
Territory administrative law which followed reforms at the federal level. The Kerr Committee 
explained that its recommendations to reform federal administrative law were intended to 
„ensure the establishment and encouragement of modern administrative institutions able to 
reconcile the requirements of efficiency and administration and justice to the citizen.‟2 This 
explanation of the ultimate rationale of the Kerr reforms edged towards a notion of 
administrative justice but, notably, did not either use that specific term or explain a conception 
of justice more generally.3 The Kerr Committee similarly avoided any explanation of how 
issues of administrative efficiency and administrative justice might be balanced, even though it 
clearly identified a tension between the two through its suggestion that the two should be 
reconciled. Creyke has noted that this apparent tension has remained unresolved and 
suggested most scholars of Australian administrative law adhere to one of the two approaches 
to administrative justice favoured by the Kerr Committee, namely a focus on „balancing the 
distributive justice focus of public administration against individual interests‟ or a focus on 
delivering a form of justice to individuals (and also, presumably, wider society) who are 
affected by the administrative process.4  
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The most influential exponent of the early theoretical conception of administrative justice was 
Jerry Mashaw. His analysis of American disability welfare insurance decision making defined 
administrative justice as „the qualities of a decision process that provide arguments for the 
acceptability of its decisions.‟5 Mashaw used his own research and the wider body of literature 
on social security research to devise three categories or models for administrative justice for 
the work of the particular welfare agencies he examined and public agencies more generally.6 
Mashaw‟s models, which foreshadowed much of the subsequent writing about public 
administration, were: bureaucratic rationality, a model that was essentially anchored upon 
efficiency, particularly cost effectiveness but also correct or accurate decision making; 
professional treatment, which emphasised what is now commonly known as service delivery 
standards; and moral judgment which, despite its title, was more a legal than moral category 
because it drew upon established principles of decision making used in the courts to 
determine issues, especially ones in dispute. This model essentially conceived a claimant for 
welfare, or indeed any other benefit that might be granted by government, as a party to a claim 
or dispute about entitlement. Mashaw explained that „the “justice” in this model inheres in its 
promise of a full and equal opportunity to obtain one‟s entitlements.‟7  

 
Although these three models are not necessarily inconsistent, Mashaw argued that one would 
normally operate to exclude or marginalise the others because „the internal logic of any one of 
them tends to drive out the characteristics of the others from the field as it works itself out in 
concrete situations.‟8 An interesting feature of this approach is the implication that bureaucratic 
rationality and its emphasis on efficiency, which one could broadly equate with the public 
sector managerialism that rose in the late 1980s, would essentially operate to the exclusion of 
other models. One can draw a longer bow and suggest that managerialism might also operate 
to exclude or marginalise approaches that place more focus on values, as any conception of 
administrative justice must do.  
 
Mashaw‟s seminal work is not easy to summarise but it had three important related features. 
The first was a focus on process, particularly processes that generated decisions.9 Secondly, it 
examined what Mashaw called the administrative adjudication of agencies, social security 
being his case study, and how this adjudication was carried out on behalf of the modern 
welfare state. In other words, Mashaw focussed on one narrow aspect of the wider 
administrative process – the adjudication of issues – which excluded what we would now term 
the accountability or integrity agencies of government. Thirdly, Mashaw‟s work was an 
exercise in „bottom up‟ rather than „top down‟ thinking.10 Robert Thomas explained this 
distinction in the following terms: 
 

a top down perspective...focuses on the external accountability mechanisms by which individuals 
dissatisfied with initial administrative decisions may challenge them. From this perspective, the role of 
the courts and judicial review in particular often take centre stage as the principal means of articulating 
general standards of legality that apply across the disparate range of individual administrative 
processes. A contrasting approach is labelled as a bottom-up conception of administrative justice. 
From this perspective, administrative justice concerns the justice inherent in administrative-legal 
decision-making and the focus is, therefore, the mass of front-line initial decisions and the processes 
necessary to ensure quality within such processes.11 

 
Mashaw provided the classic example of the bottom up approach. He drew on his decades of 
empirical work in disability welfare decision making, which meant that his theories were largely 
informed by what happened in the offices of bureaucrats rather than in the courtrooms where 
judicial review applications were determined and also, to a large extent, the tribunal hearing 
rooms where administrative review applications were determined. Mashaw‟s raw material was 
gathered by observations of bureaucrats which grounded his theory in findings made at the 
typical site of most administrative activity, namely the office of bureaucrats where the vast 
majority of non-controversial applications are decided, rather than the relatively small numbers 
of disputed cases that find their way to the courts or tribunals.12 A leading English scholar of 
administrative justice has suggested that the great strength of Mashaw‟s focus on ground level 
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administrative activity was its „focus on the myriad of first-instance decisions rather than the 
much smaller number of decisions that are the subject of an appeal or complaint and that it 
analyses them directly rather than at one remove and through a “legal prism”‟.13 
 
Mashaw‟s focus on decisions made at the ground level of administrative activity was echoed 
during the 1990s when scholarship on administrative justice assumed a greater focus on 
providing justice to individuals. In their introduction to the volume of papers from the 1999 AIAL 
conference, Creyke and McMillan suggested that administrative justice was a „philosophy‟ 
which required that „in administrative decision-making, the rights and interests of individuals 
should be properly safeguarded.‟14 This approach echoed many other administrative law 
scholars of that time. Galligan, for example, suggested that the „main concern‟ of 
administrative justice was: 
 

to treat each person fairly by upholding the standards of fair treatment expressed in the statutory 
scheme, together with standards derived from other sources ... and proper application of authoritative 
standards ... [with] emphasis ... on accuracy and propriety in each case, not just in the aggregate.15 

 
Some commentators suggested that a right of administrative justice may constitute a new and 
distinct human right. An influential early proponent of this was Bradley, who suggested that the 
right to administrative justice was composed of a number of elements of administrative law, 
particularly the right of an individual to seek review of an administrative decision before an 
independent forum. Bradley suggested that other aspects of this right included the existence of 
some form of appeal from a decision of first instance (to a tribunal or a judicial body), and the 
availability of some form of judicial scrutiny of the merits and legality of particularly important 
decisions.16 Bradley‟s approach was almost one for lawyers to reclaim administrative justice 
from the bureaucrats who Mashaw considered were its authors and rightful owners because it 
implies that the full import of administrative justice lies in the role of agencies outside the 
bureaucracy, such as courts and tribunals. The human right identified by Bradley was, 
therefore, arguably a very legal one. 
 
Around the same time that administrative justice was drawn closer to the idea of delivering 
justice to individuals, scholars of judicial review sought to align administrative law with 
administrative justice. Sir William Wade was an early proponent of this view, though not in 
any great detail. During the 1990s Wade described the constituent elements of administrative 
law as the „machinery of administrative justice‟ which „drives‟ the quest for good 
administration.17 More recently, Wade‟s co-author Forsyth suggested that „the quest for 
administrative justice‟ was the „connecting thread which runs throughout‟ administrative law.18 
Forsyth offered no more detail than Wade had on his conception of administrative justice, 
though the explanation that follows the remarks just quoted indicates that Forsyth sees the 
pursuit of administrative justice as a co-operative exercise by which the law might „contribute to 
the improvement of the technique of government.‟19 It is not clear whether the improvement 
Forsyth aspires to is the efficient operation of government, the capacity of government to 
deliver fairness to individuals or both.  
  
On one view, any attempt to identify and align the values of administrative law with 
administrative justice may be doomed. The reason, which was recently offered by an American 
scholar, is that administrative law is a body of doctrine „built around a series of open-ended 
standards or adjustable parameters‟.20 In other words, the central principles of administrative 
law, particularly those of judicial review, are so protean that they might be incapable of yielding 
a cohesive statement of principles or values. There is something to that argument. Most of the 
core values or aims of administrative law which appear to have gained wide acceptance, 
particularly those of judicial review, are quite vague. These values include transparency, 
participation and accountability, which Harlow argues have gained wide acceptance as goals 
or guiding principles of administrative law.21 The Administrative Review Council adopted a 
similar but slightly larger set of „public law values‟, which are fairness, lawfulness, rationality, 
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openness (or transparency) and efficiency.22 More recently, the Chief Justice of New Zealand 
suggested that another value of administrative law might be „human rights, and in so far is as it 
is not a separate human right, the notion of equality before the law.„23 The list of administrative 
law values to which I am a party includes transparency (in the sense that the processes of 
government are open to external scrutiny), accountability, consistency, rationality, impartiality, 
participation, procedural fairness and reasonable access to judicial and non-judicial grievance 
mechanisms.24 
 
These and other expressions of the values or purposes of administrative law might seem 
removed from the concept of administrative justice but they are not unlike the definition of 
administrative justice offered by Creyke and McMillan because they seek to provide a philosophy 
about the nature and purpose of administrative decision making. The key difference with the 
various formulae of administrative law values is that they express what their authors want from 
the administrative process as a whole, which may be different to what the administrative process 
should deliver to the people who encounter it.  
 
The values of Australian judicial review as an example 
 
The role that values play in administrative law must take account of the primary vehicle by 
which the courts can express or transmit values, which is through judicial review. For 
Australians, however, this presents a paradox because judicial review of administrative action 
has long proceeded without clear recourse to values. More particularly, Australian judicial 
review has largely evolved without reference to a grand or overarching theory.25 While it is now 
clear that constitutional principles provide the ultimate explanation for judicial review of 
administrative action, they have assumed this role fairly late in the day. There is arguably 
therefore an obvious gap in judicial review which precludes it from guiding or fortifying an 
understanding of administrative justice. A closer inspection suggests that constitutional 
doctrines are not the only obstacles that prevent judicial review principles from informing our 
understanding of administrative justice. 

 
The values of the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (Cth) (‘ADJR Act’)  
 
One little noticed feature of the ADJR Act and its subsequent copies in the States and 
Territories is the absence of a statutory statement of objectives or some form of guiding 
principle. Aronson has suggested that this apparent gap in the ADJR Act reflects the absence 
of any wider philosophy in the Act itself.26 He noted that both the ADJR Act and its many 
grounds of review:  
 

say nothing about the rule of law, the separation of powers, fundamental rights and freedoms, 
principles of good government or (if it be different) good administration, transparency of government, 
fairness, participation, accountability, consistency of administrative standards, rationality, legality, 
impartiality, political neutrality or legitimate expectations. Nor does ADJR mention the Thatcher era‟s 
over-arching goals of efficiency, effectiveness and economy … ADJR‟s grounds are totally silent on 
the relatively recent discovery of universal human rights to autonomy, dignity, respect, status and 
security. Nowhere does ADJR commit to liberal democratic principles, pluralism, or civic 
republicanism.27 
  

Aronson did not believe the ADJR Act should be amended to include a guiding or overarching 
principle. He also doubted whether such principles were possible or desirable, largely because 
of the difficulty of devising guiding principles that are coherent, workable and also of significant 
value.28 Even if such guiding principles were drafted, any attempt to devise a general or 
guiding principle to the ADJR Act, or any other statutory vehicle for judicial review, would face 
an uncertain fate in the courts. The history of Australia‟s migration legislation in recent years 
indicates that legislation designed to limit or control judicial review will rarely have its desired 
effect and may even achieve the opposite of its intended result.29 A legislative statement of 
principle to guide the ADJR Act could easily meet the same fate if it was perceived by the 
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courts as an attempt to limit or control judicial review. If so, the important question would not 
be what the judicial response to a legislative attempt to introduce a guiding principle to 
statutory judicial review might be, but rather how quickly that legislation might be judicially 
eviscerated as has been done by the High Court with successive privative clauses of recent 
times.30 
 
Aronson doubted whether the courts might do any better if they sought to openly fashion 
overarching principles to guide judicial review.31 This problem is a specific instance of the more 
general one of whether judges can or should articulate moral values.32 The more obvious 
problem with any attempt by the courts to engage in devising or answering significant moral 
questions is the suitability of the judicial model of decision making for such an exercise.33 In 
the context of judicial review of administrative action, Aronson questioned whether judges can 
and should explore this „much deeper level of public law theory‟ and also whether the results of 
such an exploration might properly be regarded as conclusions of law. Aronson reasoned that 
any conclusions the courts might reach on the grand ideals of judicial review „would 
necessarily be piecemeal, fairly vague, and subject to legislative reversal, unless of course, it 
were sought to embed these theories in the Constitution‟.34 That possibility assumes a level of 
certainty in the constitutional principles that attend judicial review of administrative action 
which is yet to appear.  
 
One might also question the extent to which the development of guiding principles for the 
ADJR Act might enhance administrative justice more generally. This possibility arises from the 
arguments of Thomas about how we might assess quality within administrative systems. 
Thomas notes that the various parts of the administrative system are „comprised of many 
different individual decision processes each of which operates within their own particular 
political and administrative context. What works in one system may not necessarily work 
elsewhere.‟35 The same point can be made about values. Why should we think that any values 
devised for a judicial review statute can and should guide other parts of the administrative 
system? Even if values in a judicial review statute could „work‟, what is there to suggest that 
those values should colonise other parts of the administrative process? Perhaps it is more 
likely that any explicit values devised in judicial review would be useful for that limited area 
only.  
 
What of amending the ADJR Act to take account of human rights considerations? 
 
The final report of the recent national consultation on human rights at the federal level („the 
Brennan Report‟) recommended that the ADJR Act be amended „in such a way as to make 
the definitive list of Australia‟s international human rights obligations a relevant consideration 
in government decision making.‟36 When the government announced that it would not enact 
a Bill or Charter of Rights and would instead introduce a limited set of reforms to promote 
greater compliance with human rights, the proposal to amend the ADJR Act was not 
adopted. Although the government gave no clear reason for its rejection of this proposal, the 
contradictions in the proposal are easy to identify.  

 
The main benefit of amendment to the ADJR Act is that it would provide a clear legislative 
basis for human rights obligations to be considered as part of the administrative process. On 
close inspection, such an amendment would not necessarily reach that goal because it 
would, at best, enable the failure to take proper account of human rights considerations to be 
a ground of review under the ADJR Act. This extension of human rights obligations would be 
limited in several ways. It would not cover the wide range of decisions that fall outside the 
ADJR Act, which includes those decisions included in the first schedule of the Act and also 
those decisions which for some reason do not meet the ADJR jurisdictional formula of 
„decisions‟ or „conduct‟ that is „of an administrative character‟ and is „made under an 
enactment.‟ Both forms of exclusions are important. The class of decisions excluded in the 
first schedule of the ADJR Act includes many migration decisions. A useful example of a 
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decision that would fall outside the jurisdictional formula of the ADJR Act is the Tampa 
case,37 the key decisions of which were held to be made under prerogative rather than 
statutory powers.38 These limitations highlight an important problem with the amendment 
proposed by the Brennan Report – its incomplete application. It would not touch the 
increasing number of decisions that fall outside the scope of the ADJR Act. A separate but 
closely related point is that an amendment of this nature to the ADJR Act would create a gap 
between judicial review under the ADJR Act and under the constitutional writs and the 
Judiciary Act 1901 (Cth). In theory, the obligations of administrative officials would vary 
according to the avenue of review they might face challenge under. That sort of disparity 
lends no credit to either enhance human rights or public administration.  
 
The proposed amendment to the ADJR Act is also in conflict with key elements of Teoh’s 
case. The supporters of Teoh’s case have noted that it was not actually overruled in Lam.39 
If that is true, why is an amendment to the ADJR Act that would essentially replicate the 
effect of Teoh required? A deeper contradiction with the proposed amendment to the ADJR 
Act is that it continues and arguably amplifies a key flaw in Teoh’s case, namely that the 
legitimate expectation constructed by the High Court in Teoh had a limited application. The 
members of the majority in Teoh’s case accepted that it would apply to certain treaties, 
which they felt no need to enumerate, that dealt with fundamental rights.40 This aspect of 
Teoh arguably undercuts the moral legitimacy of the case that its many supporters have 
suggested lies underneath the reasoning of the High Court. How are we supposed to know 
what is and is not fundamental for these purposes? What makes a treaty or parts of a treaty 
worthy of such judicial protection? Upon what basis can the High Court claim the expertise 
and authority to decide which treaties, or parts of treaties, should and should not support a 
legitimate expectation?41  
 
An amendment to the ADJR Act would transfer those questions to the legislature but in turn 
would raise the difficult question of what to include and exclude. The debate could be 
divisive. It would also raise the awkward question of the status of human rights obligations 
not included in any statutory list for the purposes of review under the ADJR Act. Those 
human rights obligations would not be relevant considerations and could presumably be 
disregarded by administrators. The alternative is to amend the ADJR Act to require the 
consideration of every possible human rights obligation Australia might have. That large 
ambit claim was not expressly advanced by the Brennan Report and one can understand 
why. 
 
Perhaps the most important reason to hesitate over the recommendation of the Brennan 
Report to amend the ADJR Act is the ADJR Act itself. It was explained above that the ADJR 
Act lacks any clear or guiding philosophy. Perhaps that is intentional but it is more likely to 
be an oversight. Whatever the reason for this gap in the ADJR Act it seems odd to undertake 
a major reform such as shoe horning human rights issues into the administrative process via 
statutory judicial review without a wider consideration of the shape and purpose of the 
vehicle by which that is to be achieved. That in turn requires some analysis of purpose of 
judicial review itself, whether under the Constitution or the ADJR Act. The current approach 
of the High Court suggests that the main roles of this aspect of the administrative law system 
are to keep administrative officials within the statutory authority they are given by 
parliaments. That relatively narrow aim does not appear to easily lend itself to the promotion 
of either human rights or administrative justice. 
 
The values of the constitutional writs 
 
The constitutional writs emerged with vigour from the litigation caused by strong privative 
clauses in migration legislation,42 but the potential problems any judicial recognition of broad 
based or normative concepts such as administrative justice were foreshadowed much earlier 
in Quin’s case.43 Quin was a State case commenced under the common law but the principles 
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expounded by Brennan J were moulded with close attention to the separation of powers 
doctrine embodied in the Constitution and the consequential limits that doctrine places on 
judicial power. Brennan J proceeded from the principle of Marbury v Madison,44 where the 
United States Supreme Court famously ruled that it was „the province and duty of the judicial‟ 
branch to declare the law. Brennan J reasoned that this principle simultaneously defined and 
confined judicial power because it protected a core of judicial power but also imposed a barrier 
beyond that terrain which prevented the courts from assuming control over the merits of 
administrative action. Brennan J explained: 
 

The duty and jurisdiction of the court to review administrative action do not go beyond the declaration 
and enforcing of the law which determines the limits and governs the exercise of the repository‟s 
power. If, in doing so, the court avoids administrative injustice or error, so be it; but the court has no 
jurisdiction simply to cure administrative injustice error. The merits of administrative action, to the 
extent that they can be distinguished from legality, are for the repository of the relevant power and, 
subject to political control, for the repository alone.45  

 
This conception of judicial power led Brennan J to identify an important limit on the scope of 
judicial review, which he explained should be directed to the „protection of individual interests 
but in terms of the extent of power and the legality of its exercise.‟46 Brennan J acknowledged 
that the judicial role adopted in Marbury v Madison left the court to determine the law but 
cautioned against any judicial assumption of other expertise. His Honour reasoned that the 
courts should be mindful that „the judicature is but one of the three co-ordinate branches of 
government and that the authority of the judicature is not derived from a superior capacity to 
balance the interests of the community against the interests of an individual.‟47 It followed, 
according to this view, that the evaluation of „policy considerations‟ would also present an 
obstacle to „the doing of administrative justice‟ in the courts. 48  
 
The concern Brennan J held about the ability of courts to navigate policy issues does not lend 
itself to the rights based conception of administrative justice favoured by Bradley. It also 
reflects the „limited conception of the content of judicial power‟ that Sir Anthony Mason has 
traced to Owen Dixon.49 That conception of judicial power sought to remove the courts from 
controversial issues which had a strong „policy‟ or „political‟ content.50 This vision of judicial 
power limits the judicial function ostensibly as a consequence of the separation of powers 
doctrine but like many doctrines of constitutional law a closer inspection provokes further 
questions. It may, for example, be accepted that the adversarial proceedings in the courts 
cannot and should not descend into wide ranging investigations of public policy but does it 
follow that courts are inherently unsuited to take a more holistic approach to justice in a case 
before them? Judicial suggestions that courts should or cannot consider questions of policy or 
justice beg the question of exactly what those concepts entail in administrative law. Brennan J 
did not clearly define that which he was so sure lay beyond his judicial reach.  
 
Any criticism that could be made of the central propositions expounded by Brennan J did not 
preclude their adoption by a majority of the High Court in the Enfield case.51 In that case the 
Court held that the American principle that grants considerable deference to administrators in 
the adjudication of jurisdictional facts was incompatible with the limited role that Australia‟s 
constitutional arrangements impose upon the functions of the executive.52 The High Court 
reasoned that administrators could not determine authoritatively legal questions such as 
jurisdictional facts because such matters were the constitutional province of the courts. The 
High Court also affirmed that corresponding restrictions applied to the power of the courts to 
undertake judicial review of administrative action. More particularly, the judicial function did not 
and could not extend to issues which formed part of the merits of a decision.53 The stark 
possibility is that the principles upon which the High Court has secured the constitutionally 
entrenched power of the courts to undertake judicial review are ones that also keep the courts 
firmly away from the merits or justness of a case.  
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That reasoning reached a predictable conclusion in Lam’s case,54 where the High Court 
strongly doubted whether Australia‟s constitutional framework could permit the acceptance of 
the English doctrine of substantive unfairness.55 Gleeson CJ reasoned that substantive 
unfairness raised „large questions as to the relations between the executive and judicial 
branches of government‟. His Honour did not decide those questions but signalled his likely 
view when he explained that the jurisdiction vested in the High Court by s 75(v) of the 
Constitution „does not exist for the purpose of enabling the judicial branch of government to 
impose upon the executive branch its ideas of good administration‟.56 McHugh and Gummow 
JJ, with whom Callinan J agreed on this issue,57 reached a similar conclusion. Their Honours 
did, however, concede that the normative values devised in recent English cases on abuse of 
power, which substantive unfairness is commonly invoked to prevent, bore some similarity to 
the „values concerned in general terms with abuse of power by the executive and legislative 
branches of government‟ in Australian constitutional law. However, they concluded „it would be 
going much further to give those values an immediate normative operation in applying the 
Constitution‟.58 This reasoning suggests that the current Australian conception of the 
separation of powers precludes judges from giving effect to the normative values that have 
been favoured in recent English cases, such as the notion of good administration or the 
concept of abuse of power.  
 
McHugh and Gummow JJ also reasoned that the constitutional frameworks of Australia and 
England meant that Australian developments in judicial review required careful attention to s 
75(v) of the Constitution.59 They explained:  
 

Considerations of the nature and scope of judicial review, whether by this Court under s 75 of the 
Constitution or otherwise, inevitably involves attention to the text and structure of the document in 
which s 75 appears. An aspect of the rule of law under the Constitution is that the role or function of 
Ch III courts does not extend to the performance of the legislative function of translating policy into 
statutory form or the executive function of administration.60 

 
Lam gave rise to three obstacles to the location of the broad normative concepts associated 
with administrative justice within the language of judicial review. The first was its strong 
disapproval of the procedural legitimate expectation, which was used in Teoh’s case to found a 
legitimate expectation that the principles of an incorporated treaty would be given weight in 
administrative decision making unless a decision maker provided notice to the contrary and a 
chance to argue against this course. While that possibility was, like Teoh itself, not formally 
overruled in Lam, it was so strongly doubted that it has naturally begun to fall into disuse in 
Australian law.61 A separate but related point is that the doctrine of substantive unfairness 
appears foreclosed in Australian law. This is not simply an example of the „tectonic shifts in 
English public law‟ of recent decades,62 which has opened a rift between Australian and 
English public law. Instead it confirms that Australian and English judicial review are often 
informed by quite different values.63 For the time being at least, Australian public law must look 
inward rather than outward for doctrinal inspiration. That does not necessarily mean that Lam 
signals a conclusive divorce from normative concepts which have gained currency in English 
law in recent years, but it does mean that they must be approached with great care. It also 
means that such normative concepts must also be expressed in a manner compatible with 
Australia‟s constitutional arrangements if they stand any hope of adoption in Australian law. 
 
These constitutional issues would surely preclude adoption of the tentative views of Kirby J in 
S20 which might have been intended to offer some sort of holistic approach that might bridge 
the divide between judicial review and administrative justice erected by Brennan J in Quin. 
Kirby J acknowledged this conceptual divide but suggested a court „should not shut its eyes 
and compound the potential for serious administrative injustice ... It should always take into 
account the potential impact of the decision upon the life, liberty and means of the person 
affected.64 This reasoning echoes English cases which have granted relief in judicial review by 
reference to a requirement of „good administration‟65 or to overcome „conspicuous 
unfairness‟.66 According to the reasoning in Lam these concepts could be disclaimed as 
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doomed attempts to import normative principles into a constitutional framework that is unable 
to support them. The equally serious and non-constitutional obstacle to such general concepts 
is their absence of clear meaning. Principles such as good administration or conspicuous 
unfairness arguably do little more than convey serious or conspicuous judicial disagreement 
with the result of the case at hand. They may show „that the law‟s heart is in the right place‟67 
but they do not provide theoretical coherence. 
 
The choice between these competing alternatives appears stark. On the one hand, the 
approach in Lam seems to preclude the use of normative concepts which would surely include 
any substantive notion of administrative justice. That possibility seems to sanction judicial 
review without a moral anchor. On the other hand, judicial attempts to articulate those wider 
normative concepts appear so vague and subjective that one might question whether they 
could provide a useful and workable way to understand or apply a notion of administrative 
justice. Neither option is attractive. The better solution may be to decipher some of the 
underlying concepts of judicial review. 

 
Does jurisdictional error contain values that might lead to administrative justice? 
 
The importance of jurisdictional error in Australian administrative law has risen in tandem with 
the constitutional writs.68 Jurisdictional error now occupies a central place in Australian law by 
virtue of cases such as Plaintiff S157/2002 v Commonwealth69 and more recently Kirk v 
Industrial Relations Commission of NSW.70 Those and other cases have made clear that 
jurisdictional error provides the touchstone to determine those errors of law which a legislature 
may and may not enact legislation to limit or exclude supervisory review by the courts. It is 
now clear that no Australian parliament has the power to legislate to exclude judicial review for 
jurisdictional error. Although the High Court has given primacy to jurisdictional error, it has 
given much less attention to providing a coherent explanation of the doctrine. It remains 
difficult to understand the doctrine, let alone divine what drives it. While it is clear jurisdictional 
error may encompass errors that fall within many of the traditional grounds of judicial review, 
such as a denial of natural justice or acting in bad faith,71 other forms of conduct that may or 
may not give rise to a jurisdictional error are much less clear.72 Examples include a decision-
maker failing to discharge an imperative duty or observe an inviolable limitation or restraint 
upon a statutory power,73 misapprehending or disregarding the nature or limits of their 
functions or powers,74 or a constructive failure to exercise jurisdiction.75 
 
One common theme in these expressions of the conduct which the High Court has to date 
accepted may give rise to jurisdictional error is obscurity. Judges have acknowledged this 
problem by variously conceding that the concept of jurisdictional error is conclusory,76 
circular,77 or simply one with which reasonably minded judges may easily reach different 
results.78 The irony that judges simultaneously champion jurisdictional error and complain of its 
difficulties at least provides a tacit admission that the concept, as it is currently applied, 
typically gives little or no real guidance on when and why a statutory provision may be 
interpreted as one that will give rise to jurisdictional error if breached.79 The mantra of 
jurisdictional error is not unlike the legalism of Owen Dixon in its heyday. Both are, or was in 
the case of legalism, accepted without much question. Jurisdictional error can be charged with 
the same crime of which legalism is now widely accepted to be guilty, namely that the concept 
is inherently vague and its use „conceals rather than reveals judicial reasoning.‟80  
 
Why such a shield is thought necessary is a complex question. The important point for present 
purposes is that even the most obscure legal doctrines can provide a convenient shield for 
judicial values. Gageler has acknowledged that the uncertainty of jurisdictional error makes it a 
malleable concept, though he does not see it as a necessarily empty one.81 He called for more 
explicit reference to the values that surely underpin jurisdictional error and its invocation in 
particular cases. An example can be drawn from the decision of French J, as his Honour then 
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was, in the Full Court of the Federal Court in Minister for Immigration and Citizenship v 
SZFDE.82 His Honour explained that: 
 

Procedural fairness lies at the heart of administrative justice. It is a long standing requirement of the 
common law and reflects, in this country as in other common law jurisdictions, ordinary concepts of 
justice.83

 

 
While there is some attractiveness in the suggestion that administrative justice may be broadly 
equated with natural justice, the enormous volume of case law and scholarship on natural 
justice makes it clear that natural justice is neither simple nor settled. It is also curious that his 
Honour equated natural justice with administrative and ordinary justice when the particularly 
Australian procedural conception of natural justice imbues it with a quite different quality than 
those other forms of justice.  
 
After the passage just quoted, French J then drew the role of procedural fairness within that of 
jurisdictional error when his Honour added that procedural fairness 
 

..is often regarded as an implication, albeit judge-made, in the grant of statutory power to make 
decisions affecting the interests of individuals, unless excluded expressly or by contrary implication. 
Where the requirement applies its breach can amount to jurisdictional error. A decision affected by 
such error is liable to be quashed by a writ of certiorari.84 

 
This connection between jurisdictional error and the preceding equation drawn between 
various forms of justice is a revealing one because it provides a relatively open admission of 
interrelated concepts, namely that the requirement to observe procedural fairness is judicially 
imposed and, once imposed, can provide the basis for jurisdictional error if breached. Basic 
notions of fairness may, therefore, be one driver of jurisdictional error.  
 
Another example can be drawn from Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous 
Affairs v SCAR (‘SCAR’).85 In that case the Full Court of the Federal Court drew a novel 
principle from the statutory obligation imposed upon the Refugee Review Tribunal („RRT‟) by s 
425 to „invite‟ applicants to appear before it „to give evidence and present arguments relating‟ 
to their applications.86 The Court accepted that this statutory obligation did not require the RRT 
to „actively assist‟ applicants in putting their case but that it did require the RRT to provide a 
„real and meaningful‟ hearing.87 While this reasoning is consistent with the more general rule 
requiring that a hearing or similar chance to put a claim must be real or genuine,88 the judicial 
creation of an implied obligation to provide a real and meaningful hearing places a gloss upon 
the obligations of the RRT for which the text of s 425 provides no obvious support.89 Another 
difficulty with SCAR is determining what exactly “real and meaningful” means. The concept is 
inherently vague and may simply be a local variant of the equally nebulous terms offered in 
recent English cases.  
 
The SCAR principle has attracted mixed views in the Federal Court itself. It has been applied 
without difficulty in some cases.90 It was described by Graham J as „plainly wrong‟ in SZFDE,91 
to the obvious disagreement of French J.92 The Full Court of the Federal Court recently 
acknowledged the uncertainty of the SCAR principle but gave no indication how it might be 
resolved.93 This judicial quibbling over the correctness of SCAR has not led to useful 
discussion of why the „real and meaningful‟ requirement was devised. The reason may be that 
some judges believe observance of procedural detail is not itself enough to satisfy the 
requirements of fairness. Perhaps they believe that natural justice has a holistic element that 
cannot be impliedly excluded by the enactment of procedural detail. Perhaps it is because the 
sum of natural justice is greater than its individual parts. Perhaps there is a judicial belief that 
those affected by government action are entitled to a basic level of fairness and fair treatment 
that is hard to define. Importantly, the benefit of this possibility is that that which is difficult to 
define is even more difficult to exclude by legislation. If so, SCAR may signal a basic right to a 
„fair go‟ which is beyond easy judicial definition or legislative reach.  
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Is there a way forward for judicial review? 
 
The analysis so far suggests that the values of judicial review are vague, ad hoc and often not 
stated clearly. Gageler has suggested that we should consider drawing out the values that 
appear to underpin jurisdictional error. He also suggested that a good starting point was the 
factors that Gleeson CJ marshalled in Plaintiff S157/200294 as principles for statutory 
construction to guide the process of „reconciliation‟ that privative clauses would often require. 
Those principles were that: where legislation is enacted pursuant to or in contemplation of 
international obligations and an ambiguity arises in that legislation, courts should favour an 
interpretation that accords with Australia‟s international obligations; an intention to abrogate or 
limit fundamental rights or freedoms should not be imputed unless manifested in clear and 
unmistakable language; the Constitution is framed upon an assumption of the rule of law;95 
privative clauses should be construed in accordance with the presumption that parliaments did 
not intend to deprive citizens of their right of access to the courts unless this was done in clear 
terms; and the whole of an Act should be examined in order to reach a reconciliation between 
a privative clause and the wider scheme in which a clause was located.96 In the wake of 
Saeed, this list must now surely include a strong presumption that any exercise of statutory 
power is intended to be governed by common law principles of natural justice unless there is 
legislation of „irresistible clearness‟ stating otherwise.97 
 
Although these various principles have proved useful in the interpretation of privative clauses, 
they provide little concrete guidance beyond that. They are tailored to maintaining the right of 
access to the courts in the face of legislation that might suggest otherwise, so that people 
aggrieved by administrative behaviour can seek redress in the courts, but they say very little 
about what people can expect from administrative officials outside the court system. Gleeson 
CJ‟s principles are in effect designed by a judge for the benefit of other judges. Gageler also 
queried whether parliament should take the lead by providing guidance to administrative 
officials, and one might also hope tribunals, in the form of a „code or charter of administrative 
rights and responsibilities, or appropriate additions to the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 (Cth).‟98 
A code of administrative procedure or values might simply transpose the seemingly endless 
interpretive problems that have arisen with successive attempts at procedural codification in 
migration legislation to a wider sphere. It should therefore be approached with great caution. 
This is broadly similar to many of the recommendations of the Brennan Report. 
 
In my view, the next steps in fashioning standards for administrative action should be 
fashioned in the classic incremental fashion of the common law. One reason to leave the 
task to the courts, at least in the short term, is the dismal precedent successive legislatures 
have set in the procedural codes for the Refugee and Migration Review tribunals. The flaws 
in those codes are too numerous and well known to recount, though their relevant features 
for present purposes are the narrow and exclusionary nature of those codes. Their 
exclusionary quality arises from the painstaking attempts to introduce nominated procedures 
to the exclusion of all others. These codes are narrow because they rarely, if ever, confer 
discretion to manage unexpected situations or provide a normative framework that might 
equip tribunal members to identify and manage such problems. Legislative prescription of 
administrative standards seems unlikely given the unwillingness of legislatures to take even 
small steps in this direction. If legislatures are unwilling to take small steps, such as enacting 
a modest duty to inquire into tribunal proceedings or expand the grounds of judicial review 
that were first codified in the ADJR Act over thirty years ago, they are unlikely for the time 
being to take larger steps to enact more malleable concepts, such as a code of 
administrative rights and responsibilities. It is at this juncture that the courts may take an 
instructive lead. If the courts can take modest steps which set sensible standards for 
decision making that might, in the longer term, encourage legislatures to consider wider 
reaching codes for administrative conduct that, in turn, would enable us to reach a better 
understanding of what administrative justice is and should be. 
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